Our experienced instructors provide in-class instruction, successful test-taking strategies, computer adaptive test information, practice exams, and a comprehensive textbook. All of these features create a winning combination. Small classes and additional tutoring, as needed.

**PLEASE NOTE:** Under UCSD Extension’s Student Grant Program, UCSD undergraduate students may take the GMAT, GRE, LSAT and MCAT at little or no cost! For further information, please contact launch@ucsd.edu.
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**ANNOUNCING TEST PREP COURSES FOR UNDERGRADUATE AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS**

**GMAT** *Graduate Management Admissions Test* Areas covered are: math ability/problem-solving (short review of algebra and geometry), data sufficiency, reading comprehension, sentence correction, critical reasoning, and the analytical writing assessment, information about the NEW integrative reasoning section. *Students will receive 16 hours of instruction, with full GMAT practice tests with analysis of results.*

**Cost:** $400 – courses held every quarter.

**GRE** *Graduate Record Examination* This course covers the newly revised GRE, new question types, strategies, and practice tests. New sections and question types: quantitative reasoning, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, data analysis, data interpretation, and word problems; verbal reasoning, reading comprehension, text completion, and sentence equivalence. Two analytical writing essays are “Analysis of an Issue” and “Analysis of an Argument.” * Students will receive 16 hours of instruction, with full GRE practice tests with analysis of results.*

**Cost:** $400 – courses held every quarter.

**LSAT** *Law School Admissions Test* The course emphasizes careful analysis of each exam area and the review of both practice and actual LSAT exams. Question types include - analytical reasoning, logical reasoning, reading comprehension (including comparative reading), and the writing sample. * Students will receive 16 hours of instruction, full practice tests with analysis of results.*

**Cost:** $400 – courses held every quarter.

**MCAT I and MCAT II** *Medical College Admissions Test* This course provides expert instruction, introduces test-taking strategies, and timed-practice testing. Areas covered are: physics, general chemistry, organic chemistry, biology, and verbal reasoning. *Students will receive 27 hours of instruction, with full MCAT practice tests with analysis of results.*

**Cost:** $400 – courses held every quarter.

**SAT® and ACT®** These courses are designed for the student whose busy lifestyle demands efficient prep in a condensed amount of time by focusing on the test topics that impact your score the most. Our UCSD team will help you score higher on the SAT® and ACT® tests with exclusive test-taking tactics specifically designed to increase your score. * Students will receive 16 hours of instruction, take practice tests and analyze the results.*

**Cost:** $325 per each course* - courses held prior to each SAT® and ACT® tests in the area.

* We offer reduced rates for area high schools. With a minimum of 30 students, instruction will be provided on site for $100 per student.
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